Abstract. The rational Krylov sequence (RKS) method is a generalization of Arnoldi's method.
It constructs an orthogonal reduction of a matrix pencil into an upper Hessenberg pencil. The RKS method is useful when the matrix pencil may be e ciently factored. This article considers approximately solving the resulting linear systems with iterative methods. We show that a Cayley transformation leads to a more e cient and robust eigensolver than the usual shift-invert transformation when the linear systems are solved inexactly within the RKS method. A relationship with the recently introduced Jacobi{Davidson method is also established.
1. Introduction. Suppose that a few eigenvalues near a complex number and possibly corresponding eigenvectors of the generalized matrix eigenvalue problem Ax = Bx (1.1) are needed. Assume that both A and B are large complex matrices of order n: Also suppose that at least one of A or B is nonsingular so that equation (1.1) has n eigenvalues. Without loss of generality, assume that B is invertible. Following standard convention, we refer to (A; B) as a matrix pencil. For us, n is considered large when it is prohibitive to compute all the eigenvalues as a dense algorithm in One improvement to the inverse iteration scheme given is to possibly vary the shift j at every step. For example, j may be set to the Rayleigh quotient
The resulting algorithm is called a rational Krylov sequence (RKS) method and is a generalization of the shift-invert Arnoldi method where the shift is possibly varied during each step.
All the methods considered require the solution of (A ? B)x = By for x: This is typically accomplished by factoring A ? B: For example, when A ? B is sparse, a direct method 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 11] may be employed. If the shifts j are not varied, then use of one of these direct methods in conjunction with ARPACK 21] is a powerful combination for computing a few solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem (1.1).
However, for large eigenvalue problems (n > 10; 000), direct methods using the RKS method may not provide an e cient solution because of the potentially prohibitive storage requirements. The motivation for the current study is to investigate the use of iterative methods for the linear systems of equations arising in the RKS method. One bene t is that for the many eigenvalue problems arising from a discretization of partial di erential equations, an intelligent preconditioner may often be constructed. We shall call these methods inexact RKS ones because we no longer have a rational Krylov space. In particular, we shall demonstrate that a Cayley trans- Before we continue, some remarks are in order. Although, combining an eigensolver (using one of the methods discussed previously) with an iterative method for the linear solves is not a new (or even novel) idea, what is generally not appreciated is that residuals of the linear systems must be small. To be precise, the matrix vector product v = T SI j u must be applied so that kBu ? (A ? j B)vk M kA ? j Bk where v is the approximate solution of the linear system and M is machine precision. This is a necessary requirement for the correct representation of the underlying Krylov subspace. If the linear systems are not solved with the above accuracy, there is no guarantee that a Krylov space for T SI j has been generated. For example, if Arnoldi's method is used, there is no reason to expect that the Hessenberg matrix generated represents the orthogonal projection of T SI j onto the Arnoldi vectors generated. If the above assumption of accuracy is violated (as is often the case), any results produced by such an eigensolver should be taken with caution.
Fittingly, the literature on approaches for nding a few solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem (1.1), where only approximate solutions to the linear systems are available, is sparse. 14, 39] . In a recent report, Sorensen 41] discusses methods based on truncating a QZ iteration. The recent paper by Meerbergen and Roose 23] provided motivation for the current article. They demonstrate the superior numerical performance of a Cayley transformation over that of a shift-invert transformation within an Arnoldi method when using an iterative linear solver.
Our article is organized as follows. We introduce the RKS method in x2. The inexact RKS method is introduced in x3 along with a connection with inverse iteration and some examples illustrating our ideas are presented. In x4, we illustrate our method for a generalized eigenvalue problem. In x5, we show that an appropriate (approximate) shift-invert transformation could be used. We compare inexact RKS and Jacobi{Davidson methods in x6. We conclude the paper in x7 with a summary Choose a starting vector v1 with kv1k = 1 and set V1 v1 ] ; is solved for w: Next, w is orthogonalized against V j , and the solution V j+1hj results.
These two steps account for the largest source of errors arising when computing in oating-point arithmetic. Since our interest is in using a (preconditioned) iterative method for the solution of Equation (3.1), we neglect the errors in the Gram{Schmidt orthogonalization phase (but we assume that the columns of V j+1 are orthogonal to machine precision).
Let us formally analyze the errors arising from the solution of Equation (3.1). Let x j =V j+1hj denote the computed solution and s j (A ? j B)V j t j ?(A ? j B)x j the associated residual. Thus, (A ? j B + s j x H j =kx j k 2 )x j = (A ? j B)V j t j : Here, ks j x H j k=kx j k 2 = ks j k=kx j k: If ks j k=(kx j k kA ? j Bk) is a modest multiple of machine precision, we say that the direct method computes a backward stable solution. A robust implementation of a direct method gives a backward stable solution to a linear system. Note that even if a backward stable solution x j is in hand, it may share few, if any, digits of accuracy with w: Moreover, achieving such a backward stable solution with an iterative method may be prohibitively expensive. Therefore, we shall study the situation where a large backward error is allowed for the solution of the linear system.
In We now de ne and discuss a few quantities that will prove helpful in the discussion that follows.
Cayley residual s C j : this is the residual of the linear system (3.1) at step j of the rational Krylov method. ) i when convenient.) These three residuals may be linked via the relationships r (j) = f (j) ? S j z (j) = f (j) ? E j y (j) for j = 1; : : : ; m ; (3.4) that follow from Equation (3.2) and the de nition (3.3) of E j : We present numerical evidence that demonstrates that although kf (j) k decreases in size for increasing j; r (j) does not decrease when an inexact shift-invert transformation is employed. However, when an inexact Cayley transformation is used instead, both kS j z (j) k and kf (j) k decrease and the size of the true residual also decreases.
The continuation of this section is as follows. In x3.1, we present a relationship with inverse iteration that includes a theorem that shows the convergence for inexact inverse iteration. In x3.2, we x the various parameters of the RKS method, i.e. the poles, zeros and continuation vectors. This selection makes a link with the generalized Davidson method 6, 25, 26]. In x3.3, an informal argument is given for the convergence of the inexact Cayley rational Krylov sequence (IC-RKS) method, described under x3.2, using the theoretical result from x3.1. We also illustrate this by a numerical example.
3.1. Inverse Iteration. We rst exploit a direct relationship with inverse iteration that occurs with a special choice of the continuation vector when a Cayley transformation is used. An example is then presented that compares this choice with a shift-invert transformation. The subsection is concluded with a theorem that shows the numerical behavior observed is not just a fortuitous event. Although the choice of continuation vector does not exploit the entire space of vectors as in IC-RKS, the theorem justi es the superior properties of combining an approximate linear solve via a Cayley transformation.
From Equation (2.2) and the matrix identity (2.1), it follows that V j+1hj = V j t j + ( j ? j )(A ? j B) ?1 BV j t j :
Using (2.5) withl j =L j e j , it follows that V j+1lj = ( j ? j )(A ? j B) ?1 BV j t j ; (3.5) and hence V j+1lj is the linear combination of the columns of V j+1 obtained by performing one step of inverse iteration on the vector V j t j . An inductive argument easily establishes the following property. as an estimate of an eigenvalue without need to explicitly apply B ?1 A:
An algorithm for inverse iteration is given in Figure 3 .1. The approximate eigenpair on iteration j is ( (j) ; y (j) = V j+1lj =kl j k), so we can use the relationships (3.4) with z (j) = e j =kl j k. Recall that we used j = (j?1) and V j t j = y (j?1) . The entries We ran the algorithm in Figure 3 .1. The linear systems were solved by 20 iterations of Gauss-Seidel starting with a zero initial vector. Since this solver is stationary, the relative residual norm is almost constant. The initial guess for the eigenvalue was (0) = 0: The initial vector for RKS was v 1 = 1; : : : ; 1 ] T = p n: The poles j were set equal to 5 for all j: The residuals r (j) , f (j) and S j z (j) are shown in Table 3 .1. All three sequences decrease when the Cayley transform is used.
We redid the experiments using the shift-invert transformation. The results are also shown in Table 3 .1. Both kS j z (j) k and kr (j) k stagnate near the same value. Note, however, that kf (j) k tends to zero. Table 3 .1 shows that the true residual decreases when the Cayley transformation is used, but stagnates for the shift-invert transformation. The following result indicates what occurs under some mild conditions when performing inexact inverse iteration with either the shift-invert or the Cayley transformation. Numerical results for inverse iteration on Example 3.1 using inexact Cayley and shift-invert transformations. The table shows the norms of true residual r (j) , S j z (j) , and the RKS residual f (j) : The norm ofl j is also displayed for the Cayley transformation. If a Cayley transformation is used, then for j k + 1,
and when a shift-invert transformation is used, kr (j) k j?k kf (k) k + ( )kBk :
Proof. With z (j) = e j =kl j k, (3.4) becomes r (j) = f (j) ? s j =kl j k. With kl j k , it follows that kr (j) k kf (j) k + ks j k=kl j k kf (j) k + ks j k= : (3.9) For the Cayley transform, we prove (3.7) by induction on j. We clearly have that kr (k) k kf (k) k + kr (k) k ; which satis es (3.7) for j = k. Suppose that (3.7) holds for some integer j ? 1 k:
From the hypothesis of the theorem, we have that
Combining this with equations (3.9) and (3.12) results in kr (j) k kf (j) k + ks j k= j?k kf (k) k + ( = )kr (j?1) k:
Using our inductive hypothesis on kr (j?1) k gives kr (j) 
and (3.7) follows. For shift-invert, (3.8) follows from (3.9) and (3.13), which completes the proof.
The theorem shows that if + = < 1, inexact inverse iteration computed via the Cayley transformation will produce a Ritz pair with a small direct residual. Since + =
, inexact inverse iteration can do no better than exact inverse iteration.
Although, the term kf (j) k will decrease when using the shift-invert transformation, the size of the direct residual kr (j) k may stagnate. This occurs because the contribution from solving the linear systems inexactly (s SI j ) to the true residual is constant. When a direct method is used for the linear system of equations, is a multiple of machine precision. Hence, whether a shift-invert or Cayley transformation is used, the true residual kr (j) k decreases at a rate proportional to : 6. Check whether the approximate eigenpairs satisfy the convergence criterion. as the linear systems to be solved. Although both transformations use the same continuation vector, the Cayley transformation also uses the Ritz value for its zero. The only di erence in the two linear systems (3.10) and (3.11) is the righthand side. When a preconditioner is used to solve the linear system (3.10), we have a generalization of Davidson's method 6, 26] for computing eigenvalues of a matrix pencil.
Denote the computed solutions to (3.10) and (3.11) by x C j and x SI j , respectively.
If an iterative method with relative residual tolerance is used for the two linear systems, then the residuals of the linear systems satisfy ks C j k kr (j?1) ? (A ? j B)x C j k kr (j?1) k (3.12) ks SI j k kBy (j?1) ? (A ? j B)x SI j k kBy (j?1) k kBk (3.13) for the Cayley and shift-invert transformation, respectively. (We drop the superscripts that denote whether a Cayley or shift-invert transformation when the context is clear.)
In view of the two bounds (3.12) and (3.13) on the computed solutions, a Cayley transformation is preferred over a shift-invert transformation. It appears that use of a Cayley transformation leads to better results with inexact linear solvers when the zero and continuation vector are chosen as in (3.10). Our experimental results also support this conclusion. The algorithm in Figure 3 .2 lists an inexact Cayley RKS method (IC-RKS). We now illustrate a few properties of this algorithm by means of an example that demonstrates: (1) the inexact rational Krylov method is not a Galerkin projection method; (2) the method can only compute one eigenvalue at a time, just as in Davidson methods. This example shows that E 5 is nearly rank de cient and that the desired eigenvector of (A; I) is nearly its nullvector. Therefore, the desired eigenvalue, in this case, 1 = 1, can be computed with a small true residual. It should be noted that the perturbation E 5 is small in the direction of only one eigenspace, hence IC-RKS is not able to compute several eigenvalues simultaneously. This is not the situation when the linear systems are solved more accurately with, for instance, a direct method.
In this example, IC-RKS computes the exact eigenpairs of A + E 5 after m = 5 steps. In general, however, r (5) i 6 = 0, because the inexact Ritz pair is not computed from a Galerkin projection with A: We also remark that (5) 4 and (5) 5 are non-real and this would not be the case with a Galerkin projection because A is a real symmetric matrix. This is in contrast with other iterative eigenvalue solvers, such as Arnoldi and Jacobi-Davidson methods where Galerkin projections with A are employed.
3.3. Inexact Rational Krylov. We now informally discuss the algorithm listed in Figure 3 .2 including a comparison with inexact inverse iteration of the previous section.
From (3.5) with the Ritz vector y (i?1) computed as in x 2.2.1, it follows that V i+1li = i (A ? i B) ? 1 By (i?1) with y (i?1) = V iLi?1 z (i?1) for i = 1; : : : ; j : Numerical experiments reveal that the j-th component of z (j) is large relative the initial j ? 1 components (see Table 3 .2). This is because the best approximation of the desired eigenvector among the columns of V j+1Lj is given by V j+1lj |the im- 
gives an upper bound to kS j z (j) k. In the right-hand side, ks i k is independent of j and can be quite large for small i. However, because je T i z (j) j typically forms a decreasing sequence for increasing j, we have a decreasing sequence kS j z (j) k:
Example 3.3. We now discuss an example for which e T i z (j) and S j z (j) tend to zero in the IC-RKS method. The matrix arises from the same problem as in determined by the relative error tolerance, which was selected as = 10 ?4 : Table 3.2 shows the residual norm and the norm of the error term S j z (j) . Both kS j z (j) k and kr (j) k tend to zero. For large j, kS j z (j) k kr (j) k. This is the case because f (j) converges more rapidly to zero than S j z (j) . Table 3 .2 also illustrates the fact that e T i z (j) decreases for a xed i and increasing j.
A Numerical Example. This example illustrates the use of inexact rational
Krylov methods for the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem. We also make a comparison between inexact inverse iteration with the Cayley transform and IC-RKS. The simulation of ow of a viscous uid with a free surface on a tilted plane, leads, with a nite element approach, to an eigenvalue problem Ax = Bx with A; B 2 R 536 536 non-symmetric and B a singular matrix. The computation of the eigenvalue nearest ?10 is of interest. Since our theory is valid only for nonsingular Numerical results for the tilted plane problem from x 4. The methods used are inexact rational Krylov (IC-RKS) and inverse iteration with the Cayley transform. On iteration j, (j) is the inexact Ritz value, s j the Cayley residual, and g (j) = (K j ? (j)L j )z (j) . IC-RKS (Fig. 3.2) Inverse Iteration (Fig. 3.1 The numerical results are shown in Table 4 .1 for inexact rational Krylov (IC-RKS) and inexact inverse iteration using the Cayley transform. First, note that kf (j) k kAkkg (j) k, so kg (j) k does not measure the RKS residual (see also (2.8)). Also note that for both IC-RKS and inverse iteration, the sequences kr (j) k, ks j k and kg (j) k decrease. Both methods converge to = ?1 ?9:486. Finally, note that IC-RKS is faster than inverse iteration. 5 . A relation between inexact shift-invert and Cayley transforms. In the previous section, we showed that the inexact rational Krylov method can be used for the computation of eigenvalues of a matrix pencil. The example shows a substantial di erence in convergence behavior between the shift-invert and Cayley transformations. In this section, we show that an appropriate shift-invert transformation may also be employed.
During each step of IC-RKS, the following relationship Hence, if the zero vector is used as the initial guess for the iterative method for linear systems approximately solved via the Cayley transform, ?y (j) should be used for the shift-invert transformation formulation. Assume that is a constant and that IC-RKS converges to some eigenpair. From (3.13), it follows that when shift-invert is used, convergence to the same eigenpair is attained for decreasing (as j increases). In the context of inexact inverse iteration, Lai, Lin and Lin 20] also observe that the approximate linear system solver requires an increasingly tighter tolerance on the residual (of the linear system) as the number of inverse iterations increases. In contrast, a Cayley transformation allows us to use a xed tolerance on the linear system residual. The right-hand side in (6.1) is then the residual of the eigenpair (~ j ; y j ) and is orthogonal to y j . Since we are interested in expanding our search space (the span of the columns of V j ), multiply both sides of Equation (6. Choosing the zero j ~ j ? " j gives a relationship between the Jacobi{Davidson and RKS methods when Cayley transformations are used. When " j is computed, the solution of the Jacobi{Davidson correction equation x j = w can be inserted in the RKS method. Note that, although, the Ritz vector y j is orthogonal to the right-hand side of the Jacobi{Davidson correction equation (6.2), y j is not orthogonal to the right-hand side of (6.4 ). An advantage of the inexact rational Krylov method is that the matricesL j andK j do not require the explicit application of A and/or B as needed as in the Jacobi-Davidson method. An e cient implementation of the Jacobi-Davidson method requires dot products (the rst j ?1 elements in the last row of V H j AV j and V H j BV j ).
We caution the reader to conclude that the Jacobi-Davidson method is an expensive variant of IC-RKS because it ts an IC-RKS framework. A detailed numerical comparison of the two methods requires examining the respective rates of convergence and ability to obtain relative residual reductions during the linear solves. This is the subject of future work.
7. Conclusions. This paper studied the use of approximate linear solves within Ruhe's rational Krylov sequence method. The analysis of the convergence of inexact inverse iteration showed the importance of using the Cayley transformation instead of the usual shift-invert transformation, when the linear systems are solved with a given relative residual tolerance.
A theoretical link between the inexact rational Krylov method that uses generalized Cayley transformations and the Jacobi-Davidson methods was drawn resulting in a connection between the correction equation and a Cayley transformation.
We called the eigenpairs computed by IC-RKS inexact Ritz pairs, because they are Ritz pairs for a perturbed RKS method. The classical properties of Galerkin projection are lost due to this inexactness. Since IC-RKS solves a perturbed problem, the application of techniques developed for the RKS method (using approximate linear solves) may be employed. These techniques include the use of complex poles and zeros for real A and B 31], harmonic Ritz pairs, de ation and purging 32, 36] , and the implicit application of a rational lter 36].
